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Federal Trade Commission
Offce of the Secretar, Room 159-
Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20580

RE: Alternative Forms of Privacy Notices, Project No. P034815

. I am wrting to comment on the proposed rule to improve privacy notices financial
institutions provide to consumers under the Gram-Leach-Bliley Act. I applaud your efforts to
improve the readability and clarty of privacy notices.

The Washington State Attorney General's Office has been active on consumer privacy
issues since 1999. That year my Offce led a task force on consumer privacy that included
consumer and privacy advocates, business leaders, legislators and concerned others. The task
force produced a report that highlighted growing consumer concerns over how their personal
information was being used by businesses. The report also noted the importance of balancing
consumer concerns with the legitimate needs of business to market their products.

Since that time, the Attorney General's Offce has responded to the privacy issue by
sponsoring and supporting legislative solutions and by taking enforcement actions where
appropriate. In addition, the Attorney General' s Office in conjunction with the University of
Washington s Shidler Center for Law Commerce and Technology released a report in 2002
containig suggested " best practices for protecting personal information collected by
businesses. The report analyzed the then state of federal and state law, self-regulatory industr
practices, and consumer concerns. It all also included principles to guide businesses that wil
increase consumer confidence.

I have enclosed the best practices portion of the report as the Washington State Attorney
General' s Office public input submission. The entire report can be downloaded from our
website at ww.atg.wa.gov. If we can be of further assistance please feel free to contact my
offce. Please contact Special Assistant for Policy and Governent Relations, Brian Smith, at

360-664-4953 or by email at BrianSl atg.wa. gov

Sincerely,

CHRSTIN O. GREGOIR
Attorney General

Enclosure



information, they won t leave anything to question, and won t be targeted by regulators. Some
decide to disclose nothing, operating on the theory that if they make no assurances about
protecting the privacy of consumers' private information , they won t be accused later of makng
misrepresentations, should information inadvertently slip out, or should their privacy policy
change.

Neither over-disclosure nor non-disclosure serves businesses or consumers well. If a
business chooses overwhelming disclosure, as was seen in the recent disclosure and opt-out
program mandated by the Graham-Leach-Bliley Act, consumers simply do not read the
information. Thus, the right to opt out becomes meaningless. Likewise, if the consumer is given
no disclosure, and no right to exercise a choice about the use or sharing of personal information
he or she has no knowledge, and no control over personal information.

However, a middle ground exists. While businesses, regulators, and consumers may
disagree over the exact details of what should be included in a privacy policy, there is an area
where agreement can be reached at least in terms of how businesses can provide meaningful
disclosure. When a business chooses to afford privacy protections to consumers, it should
describe those protections in a way that consumers can understand.

The balance of this report discusses a menu of "best practices." It emphasizes the need
for meaningful disclosure. The report suggests a two-step approach for privacy policies--a one-
page summar for consumers highlighting the privacy policy and a more comprehensive.
explanation of the policy attached or hyperlinked to the one-page summary. It discusses the
importnce of creating a policy that most Amencans are able to read and understand. It does not
mandate that the most protective policy be adopted, but gives businesses a number of options
based on their own decisions about the necessar level of protection.

The "best practices" suggested in the balance of this report are applicable to both the
online and the "brick and mortar" world.

A. PRlVACYPOLICYGUIELINES.:. GENERAL OVERVIEW10t

Introduction:

These guidelines are provided as an example for businesses to utilize when developing their
own privacy policies. Each business should take into consideration the needs of their own
business practices vis-a-vis their customers ' preferences when developing a privacy policy.
Business models vary, as do data use and retention practices. The differences in business

,., The skeleton of this guideline was adopted from the Better Busines Bureau Online Privacy Seal Progrm Requirements. See
www.bbbonline.org



structure and size make a one-size-fits all policy impossible. Accordingly, the following
recommendations are made with the knowledge that they may need to be adapted to fit a
particular business ' constraints:

The privacy notice should be easy to read, follow, and understand.

The privacy notice should be easily located and be clearly and conspicuously presented on
aU the home pages ofthe firms ' web sites , services, affiliated links l02 or other Internet
mediums at which the firm collects personaUy identifiable information, including electronic.
mail addresses.

Notices which are given offine should be likewise clear and conspicuous, and provided to
the customer at a meaningful time in an appropriate medium.

The privacy notice should be written in language and terms that are easily understood by
. the average individual. The readabilty factor should comport to the reading level of the
average adult based on the Flesch reading scale. 103

The privacy notice should be displayed in a simple text format with minimal graphics.

The privacy notice should contain all required disclosures in a single document in a .one-
page summary lined to the policy itself either though a direct reference or a hyperlink.

If the business is engaged European Union-United States data transfers, then the privacy
notice should comply with the safe harbor privacy principles set forth by the United States

'.2 "
Affliated link" refer to lin owned and/or operated by "affliates.

" "

Affliates" ar generaly businesses that have common ownerhip
relationships with other business entities. The most common example is a parent and subsidiar relationship. The Gramm-Leach-Bliey Act
defines "affliates" as any company that contrls, is controlled by, or is under common control with another company.

,., The Flesch Reading Ease Scale measures redability as follows:

100 Very eay to read. Average sentence length is 12 word or les. No words of more
than two syllables.

Plain English. Average sentence length is 15 to 20 words. Average word 
two syllables.

Extrmely diffcult to read. Average sentence lengt is 37 words. Averge word has more
than two syllables.

The higher the score. the eaier the text is to understand. By the ver nature of technical subject matter, the Flesch score is usually relatively low
for technical documentation. Tbe approach to calculating the Flesch score is as follows: (I) Calculate the average senlence lengt, L.; (2)
Calculate the average number of syllables per word, N.; (3) Calculate score (btween 0- 100%). See generally htt://www. mango
canterbur.ac.nz courseinfol Academic Writing/lesch.htm



Department of Commerce. These priciples were developed in compliance with the
European Union s Directive on Data Protection. 104 105

The privacy notice should build upon the core principles eS
Pooused by the Federal 

Trade
Commission, e. , notice, choice, access, and enforcement. 

The privacy policy should refer to existing law applicable to the particular business. 107

2. Privacy Notice Content

a. Notice

The privacy notice should be clearly and conspicuously written and presented.

The privacy notice should be easy to fid, not buried on the page in an obscure spot, and
not hidden in fine print.

The privacy notice should specify the varous tyes and categories of personally
identifiable information l08 actually collected, or any information that wil be collected in
the futue. In addition, the organization should notify individuals regarding puroses for
which they collect and use such infonnation. 109

'04 See ww.exportRov/safeharoor/SHPRINCIPLESFINAL.htm

,os The U.S. Departent of Commerce in consultation with the Europea Commission developed a safe harbor frmework. The safe harbor-
approved by the EU this year--is an importnt way for U.S. companies to avoid experiencing interrtions in their business dealings with the EU
or facing prosecution by Europea authorities under Europe privacy laws. See ww.exDOrt.Rov/safeharborlshoverview.html

'06 See Federa Trade Commission May 2000, A Reprt to Congress, Prvacy Online: Fair Information practices In The Electrouic Marketplace.
(The core privacy principles esoused by the FfC ar Nolice, Consent, Access and Correction , Securty, Enforcement, and no Stale preemption).

107 These gudeline provisions are to cover sites not already covered by the following reguatory measures. Congress has enacted privacy
regulatory meaures for the following ar: (Joverent (Privacy Act of 1974, 5 USC 552a(1994); The cable industr (Cable Communications
Policy Act of 1984, Pub. No. 98-549, 98 Sial 2779 (codified as amended in scattered sections of 47 U. )); Video renlal industr (Video
Privacy Protection Act of 1988, 18 U. c. 2710-2711 (1988)); Baning and Fince (Right to Financial Privacy Act of 1978 12 U. c. 

3401-3422 (1978)); Gramm-Leach-BIiley Act of 1999, 15 U. C. 6801 , Fair Credit Reportng Act, 15 U. C. 60I; Electronic Communications
(Electronic Communications Prvacy Act ofI986 (ECPA)), 18 U. C. 2511; Children s Online Prvacy Protection Act ofI998, 15 U.650I. 
'DB "Personally Identifiable Information" is defined as any piece of information that relates to an identified or identifiable natul persn. An
identifiable persn is one who can be identifie mretIy or indirectly, in particular by referene to an identifiable name, number or to oter
factors more specfic to one s physical, physiological, menta, economic, cultul or social identity. See
ww.exDorte:ov/safeharoorlshworkbook.html

,.. In order to comply with the Deparent of Commerce safe harbor (NOTICE) principle, organizations must notify individuals about the

purses for which they collect and use infonntion about them. They musl provide information about how individuals can contact the
organzaion with any inquires or complaints, the tyes of third paes to which it disclos the information and the choices and mea the
organization off for limiting its use and disclosure. See ww.exDort.gov/safeharborlshovervew.html



If no personally identifiable information is actually colJected, or wil be collected in the
future, then the privacy notice should state this fact in a clear and conspicuous manner.

The privacy notice should disclose with whom the information is shared. In the case of
online organizations, if there exist links between web sites or online services covered by
the policy and non-covered web sites or online services, maintained by the online
organization, the privacy notice should identify by URL (or some other identifier) the
non-covered web sites or online service.

If information is shared with, used by, or sold to affiiates or unaffliated third parties the
notice should disclose the identity of those affliates or unaffliated third parties. The
affliates or unaffliated third paries should be bound by the covered firm s privacy
policy. llo

For each tye and category of personally identifiable information actually collected or
that wil be collected in the futue, the privacy notice should clearly and specifically
disclose how that information wil be subsequently used, processed, shared, or sold to
any other third par business entity or entity within their own organization.

Ifthe organization limits the privacy promises stated in the privacy notice to residents of
one paricular geographical, or other category of jurisdiction, the notice should so state
in a clear and conspicuous maner. The limitations should be presented in an obvious
maner and not bured in fie print, or at the bottom of the page.

The privacy notice should clearly explain how a consumer may access and review all
their personally identifiable information that has been collected or wil be collected in
the futue. The firm should maintain all personally identifiable information in retrevable .
form. If personally identifiable information is collected, and not maintained in
retrevable form, the privacy notice should so disclose. In addition, the organization
should provide alternative means to obtain access to the information collected and
provide a mechanism to make factual corrections through another medium (i.e. hard
copy corrections via the U.S. Postal Serice). lIl

II. In order to comply with the Departent of Commerce safe harbor (ONWARDlRSFER) principle, organiztions that disclose infonnation
to a third par must apply the notice and choice priciples. Where an organzation wishes to trsfer infonnation to a third par that is actig as
aD agent, it may do so if it makes sur that the third par subscn'bes to the safe harr priciples or is subject to the Directive or another
adequacy finding. As an alterntive, the orgaization ca enter into a wrtten agreeent with such third par requirig that the third part
provide at leat the same level of privacy protection as is reuire by th relevant priciple. See ww.exnor.!1ov/safebarorlshoverview.html

'" The term " corrections" includes, but is not limited to, amending, deleting, upating, and modifyg the collected data to ensur accurcy.



10. The privacy notice should clearly explain how a consumer may make factual corrections
and update all their personally identifiable information that has been coUected or wil be
collected in the future.

11. If an organization utilizes ' cookies ' 11 to gather any personally identifiable information
and/or transaction-generated information, it should disclose this fact in a clear and
conspicuous manner. 

1 13 In addition, the organization should clearly and specifically
disclose how the information, retreved by the cookie(s), wil be utilzed. If this
information is subsequently shared and/or sold to affliates or other third paries, it
should be disclosed to the user. Moreover, the organization should clearly and explicitly
explain how individuals may prevent this transfer of information, at any time, by opting-
in or opting-out.

12. If the organization uses personally identifiable information for its own direct marketing,
the privacy notice should explain how an individual can, at any time, opt-in or opt-out of

114
t IS )feet mar etmg.

13. The privacy notice should state the organization s commtment to data securty. The
organization should specifically describe what measures they tae to protect and
safeguard the information.

14. The privacy notice should provide contact information for the organization in the
instance there are questions or concerns about the organization s privacy and security
policies.

15. Ifinformation submitted by individuals acting solely in a business capacity (such as a
purchasing agent) is excluded from the protections of the privacy notice, the privacy
notice should clearly and conspicuously disclose this fact. 

112 "Cookies" allow web sites to store information about one s visit to that site on their hard drive. If a user retu to the web site, cookies wil
read the us s hard drve to fmd out ifthey have been there before. The web site will tyically use the information that they lea about the user,
to market certin products and/or seces to them.

'" "

Transaction-Generated Information" is a term that descrbes information thai is collecte from cookies that monitor a users browsing pattern.
The informati collected is highly valuable for marketers.

1I' ln order to comply with the Deparent of Commerce safe harbor (CHOICE) principle, organtions must give individuls the opportity to
chooe (opt-out) whether tbei personal information will be disclosed to a thrd par or used for a purse incompatible with the pure for
which it was originally collected or subsequently authorized by the individnaI. For sensitive information, affrmative or explicit (opt-in) choice
must be given if the information is to be disclosed to a third par or used for a pure other than its original purse authored subsequently by
the individual. ("Sensitive" Data is information that pertins to racial or ethc origins, political or religious beliefs, or bealth or sex life. See
www.exDort. ov/safebarborlshoverview.html



16. If access to any part of the site or service is conditioned on the disclosure of personally
identifiable information, the privacy notice should disclose this fact at the point of
collection.

17. If information collected online is combined with data obtained from outside parties for

puroses of an organization s marketing or any other affliated or unaffliated firm
marketing or for any other business endeavor, the privacy notice should disclose this fact
in a clear and conspicuous maner.

18. If there are other organizations that reside on a firm s web site or online service and
collect personally identifiable information from individuals while they remain on the
web site or online service, then the privacy notice should disclose this fact in a clear and
conspicuous manner. No information should be collected unless the user has an
opportnity to evaluate the other organizations ' privacy policies and has the opportnity
to opt in or opt out of the data collection. This disclosure and opportity should 
available prior to any collection of data. The privacy notice should identify these other.
organizations and provide a UR (or some other form of contact information) that would
allow an individual the opportnity to evaluate the privacy and securty policies:of these
other organizations.

19. For online businesses, the privacy notice should provide a special note regarding
children. Organizations should foUow the legal guidelines set forth by the Children
Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA). I 

20. If a business has frequently changig business relationships, an effort should be. made to 
update the privacy policy on a regular basis (e. , quarterly) and to alert consumers to the
fact that the privacy policy wil be updated periodically. Large businesses may have
frequently changing business relationships, which impact their abilty to provideup-to-
the-minute notice concerning various aspects of their privacy practices. Given this
factor, such businesses should state how often they and their affliates update their
privacy policy to take into account new use of personal data as well as changes to the list
of parties with whom the business shares information.

b. Shared Information

All finn employees, agents, contractors, or other affliated personnel who have access to
personaUy identifiable information should honor the organization s privacy and securty

lI COPPA, 15 U.
C. 6501-6506. Section 6502(a) of COPPA prohibits the collection of "personal informtion" ftonfchildren under the age

of 13 by opertors of web sites and on.line servces that are diected to children, as well as by opetors who knowingly collect penal
infonnation from childreo under the age of 13, in a manner that violates specific regulations promulgated by the FTC. 15 U. C. 6502(a).



policies, hold such information in confidence, and not use such information for any
purose other than to carr out the services they are performing for the organization.

2. An organization should not share any personally identifiable information with any
outside par or corporate affiliates when such parties may use such information for their
own or subsequent parties' marketing or any other endeavor, without notifying the
individual to whom the information relates. The organization should provide the
individual an opportnity to opt in or opt out.

3. When the organization transfers any personally identifiable information to outside
parties or corporate affliates, the organization should have in place mechanisms,
ensure that such parties are aware of the organization s privacy and security policies
applicable to such data. Furthermore, such parties should take reasonable precautions to
similarly protect such information.

c. Consent

1. Where an organization uses personally identifiable information for its own direct
marketing, it should provide individuals with a choice concerning the direct marketing.

2. An organization should provide individuals a choice about the use of information about
them that was not permitted in the privacy notice in effect at the time the information
was collected or that is unrelated to the purose for which the information was collected.

3. The organization should provide individuals with a choice regarding the transfer of
information to outside paries; if corporate affiiates operate under a different privacy
policy, the organization should note that some of the affliates with whom it shares data
might have different privacy policies.

4. Where the web site conditions the granting of access to some or all of its web site(s) or
online service(s) based on the disclosure of personally identifiable information, the
organization should inform individuals, in its privacy notice or at the point of collection
of the consequences of refusing to provide such information.

d. Access and Correction

1, An organization should have in place a reasonable process, unlimited by frequency or
fee, by which factual inaccuracies in information collected and maintained in retrevable
form may be corrected upon request. In addition, the process should be easily utilized by
the average individual. Any corrections should be amended in a timely manner.



An organization should have in place a process for providing access by making all
personally identifiable information maintained in retrievable form, available to the

. subject of that data upon request. If information is not readily retrievable, an
organization should provide alternative means for accessing the information collected.
In all instances, an individual should have the opportity to review, correct, amend
delete and verirt any and all information extracted by an organization for factual content
and accuracy. II

An organization should have in place a process to authenticate the identity of a consumer.
who requests access or correction.

For all personally identifiable information to which an organization cannot provide
access, either because it is not maintained in retrievable form, or it cannot meet any
reasonable frequency or fee limits, the organization should provide:

a. an explanation why access cannot be provided
b. a contact for fuher information, and
c. provide alternative means for accessing the information collected (i.e. hard copy

review via U.S. Postal Service) in order to make any corrections.

e. Security

An organization should tae reasonable steps to ensure that all personally identifiable
information is safe :Iom unauthorized access, either physical or electronic. These steps should
include at least the following:

The organization maintains logs to properly track information and assure that data is
only accessed by authoried individuals.

The organization maintains a wrtten data securty policy.

The organization performs at least an anual review of its written data security policy.

The organization provides adequate training for employees, agents, and contractors.

The organization stores information in a secUre environment (using featues such as
doors, locks, firewalls and/or electronic securty).

116 In order to comply with th Deparment of Commerc safe harbr (ACCESS) principle, organizations must have peronal information about
them that an organization holds and be able to corrt, amend, or delete, that information where it is inaccrate, except where the buren nr
expense of provding access would be disproportonate to the risks to the individual' s privacy in the case in question, or where th rights of
penns other than the individual would be violated. See ww.exnort. govlsafeharorlshoverview.html



An organization should take reasonable steps to assure that personally identifiable
information is accurate, complete, and timely for the purposes for which it is used.

An organization should tae reasonable precautions to protect personal information from
loss, misuse and unauthorized access, disclosure, alteration and destrction. I 

Personal information should be relevant for the purposes for which it is to be used.. An
organization should take reasonable steps to ensure that data is reliable for its intended

118use, accurate, comp ete, an current.

f. Enforcement

Priciples for privacy protection should contain consequences for those who fail to
comply with the guidelines.

Organizations should participate in privacy seal programs and adhere to the requirements
and consequences set forth by such programs.

For businesses engaged in European Union-United States data transfers, there should be
readily available and affordable independent recourse mechanisms so that each
individual' s complaints and disputes can be investigated and resolved and damages
awarded where the applicable law or private sector initiatives so provide; (b) procedures
for verifying that the commitments companies make to adhere to the European Union
safe harbor principles have been implemented; and (c) obligations to remedy problems
arising out of a failure to comply with the principles. Sanctions should be suffciently
rigorous to ensure compliance by the organizations. I 

ADDendix-Model Policies

The following pages consist of four one-page summaries of hypothetical privacy policies.
Appendix A incorporates an online "opt-in" policy, The model summar document includes
hyperlinks to a copy of the company s complete privacy policy. This provides consumers
with easily accessible information and helps them understand the policy s fuction and
scope.

Appendix B incorporates an offine "opt- " policy. The model sumary document
includes citations to an attched copy of the company s complete privacy policy. Analogous

11 
See v.ww.exDOrt.govfsafeharoorfsh overiew.hlm! - Deparent of Commerce safe harbor priciples (SECURI).

118 See 
www.export.govJsafeharborfsh overview. him I - Depent ofCommeree safe harbor priciples (DATA INTEGRItY).

'" 

See ww.export.govfsafeharborfsh overview.hlm! - Deparent of Commerce safe harbor priciples (ENI'ORCEMENl.



to hyperlinks in an online policy, the attached policy provides easily accessible information
and aids consumers in understanding its fuction and scope.

Appendix C incorporates an online "opt-out" policy, The model summar document
includes hyperlinks to a copy of the company s complete privacy policy. It aUows the
consumer to opt out of marketing deals by email, telephone, or direct mail, while reminding
the consumer what information can be legally shared. Should consumers not want to opt out
online, a hotline is available to answer questions about the policy, to opt out, and to give
feedback. 120

Appendix D incorporates an offine "opt-out" policy. The model summar document
includes citations to an attched copy ofthe company s complete privacy policy. The model
document aJ10ws consumers to opt out of marketing deals by email, telephone, or direct mail.

Addendum

A draft of this report was circulated for comment prior to its publication. Attached as an
Addendum is a compilation of comments received by the authors.

120 
See. e.

g.. 

btt:lloersonalfinance.firstunion.comlpflcdcslprivacvl



ABC WIDGETS, INc,
Privacy Policy- SUMMARY DOCUMENT

WELCOME:

Thank you for visiting our web site and reviewing our privacy policy. This page is a summary document
supplementing our more complete and detailed privacy policy. It highlights the most important details for you. We
have chosen an "opt- " model ofinfonnation collection. No infonnation wil be collected from YOUT visit to our
site unless you make the decision to share infonnation with our web site. Please review our entire privacy policy for
more detailed information' hvperJink to complete privacv policy

ABC Widgets, Inc. knows that privacy is very important to you and we take privacy concerns seriously! Pleae read
below to learn more about YOUR privacy rights. The following topics are covered in our complete and detailed
privacy policy:

1. NOTICE - What information do we collect? What do we do with it?
. We offer a detailed privacy policy, hyperlink
. We offer you a choice to "opt-in" to any infonnation gathering practices' hyperlink

The following provisions apply if you choose to "opt-

We do not knowingly collect infonnation from or about children and we comply with COPPA
hYDerJink

We use "cookies" to gather infonnation about your browsing activities and your IP address
hyperlink

We allow other businesses to place "cookies" on our web site and to gather only non-personally
identifiable information' hyperlink

;; 

Businesses that have our permission to place cookies are bound by the terms of our privacy policy
hyperlink

We collect personally identifiable information only when you provide it to us' hyperJink
We collect information for the following purposes: (I) to customize advertisements to your
specific interests, (2) to fulfill your orders for our products, (3) to contact you when we have any
specials or promotions, and (4) to gather statistical information for future marketing plans.
We do not sell , rent, transfer, or otherwise share personally identifiable information to other
businesses, hyperlink

2, CONSENT
You may choose to offer any personal information (opt-in). If you want us to collect your personally
identifiable infoooation, click here' hyverlink

. We place "cookies" only with your permission. To accept cookies, click here' hyperlink

3, ACCESS
You have full accss rights to any personally idenlifiable infoooation that we have collected. You
have the right to review the infoooation for accuracy and to make any necessar changes or corrections

hyperlink

4, SECURITY
. ABC Widgets, Inc. .uses industr-standard SSL encrytion to protect data trmission so that it is

virtally impossible for hackers to access your infoooation , hvperlink

;; .

. Ou employees are committed to protecting your privacy and wil be bound by the teoos of this
privacy policy, hvperlink

5. QUESTIONS, SUGGESTIONS. OR COMMENTS
Please contact us for any reason. We are committed to our customers and want to encourage open
communications to meet all of your needs, hyperlink

Appendix A



ABC WIGETS, INC,
Privacy Policy- SUMMY DOCUMENT

WELCOME:

Thank you for reviewing our privacy policy. This page is a summary document supplementing our more complete
and detailed privacy policy. It highlights the most important details for you. We have chosen an "opt- " model of
informalion collection. No information wil be collected unless you make the decision to share information with our
company. Please review our entire pnvacy policy for more detailed information -c attach CODV of complete privacy
policy;:

ABC Widgets, Inc. knows that privacy is very importnt to you and we take privacy concerns seriously! Please read
below to learn more about YOUR privacy rights. The following topics are covered in our complete and detailed
privacy policy:

1. NOTICE - What information do we collect? What do we do with it?
. We offer a detailed privacy policy -c see attached policy
. We offer you a choice to "opt- " to any information gathering practices -c citation to policy section

The following provisions apply if you choose to "opt-

We collect personally identifiable information only when you provide it to us -c citation to Dolicy
section ;:
We collect information for the following purposes: (I) to customize advertisements to your
specific interests, (2) to fulfill your orders for our products, (3) to contact you when we have any
specials or promotions, and (4) to gather statistical information for future marketing plans.

)- We do not sell , rent, transfer, or otherwise share personally identifiable information to other
businesses -c citation to Dolicv section

2. CONSENT
You may choose to offer any personal information (opt-in). If you want us to collect your personally
identifiable information, please complete and mail the attached pre-paid card, contact us via email
-c insert address ;: or call our toll free hotline -c insert phone number

3, ACCESS
You have full access rights to any personally identifiable information that we have collected. You
have the right to review the information for accuracy and to make any necessar changes or
corrections. To view your personally identifiable information, please visit our website -c insert
hyperlink ;: or call our toll tree hotline to request a copy -c insert Dhone number

4. SECURITY
Our employees are committed to protecting your privacy and wil be bound by the terms of this
privacy policy -c citation to policy section

5. QUESTIONS, SUGGESTIONS, OR COMMENTS

Please contact us for any reason. We are committed to our customers and want to encourage open
communications to meet all of your needs -c insert phone number ;: and -c email address

Appendix B



ABC WIDGETS, INC.
Privacy Policy- SUMMARY DOCUMENT

WELCOME:

Thank you for visiting our web site and reviewing our privacy policy. This page is a summary document
supplementing our more complete and detailed privacy policy. It highlights the most important details for you. 
have chosen an "opt-out" model of infonnation collection. Infonnation wil be collected from your visit to our site
unless you exercise your right not to share infonnation. Please review our entire privacy policy for more detailed
infonnation -: hvperlink to conmlete privacy policy

ABC Widgets, Inc. knows that privacy is very important to you and we take privacy concerns seriously! Please read
below to learn more about YOUR privacy rights. The following topics are covered in our complete and detailed
privacy policy:

J. NOTICE - What information do we collect? What do we do with it?
. We offer a detailed privacy policy -: hvperlink
. We offer you a choice to "opt-out" of any infonnation gathering practices -: hyperlink

The following provisions apply unless you choose to "opt-out"

We do not knowingly collect infonnation from or about children and we comply with COPPA

-: 

hyperlink
. We use "cookies" to gather infonnation about your browsing activities and your IP address

-: 

hVDerlink

We allow other businesses to place "cookies" on our web site and to gather only non-personally
identifiable infonnation -: hyperlink
Businesses that have our pennission to place cookies are bound by the tenns of our privacy policy

-: 

hyperlink
We collect personally identifiable infonnation -: hvperlink
We collect infonnation for the following puroses; (I) to customize advertisements to your
specific interests, (2) to fulfill your orders for our products, (3) to contact you when we have any
specials or promotions, and (4) to gather statistical infonnation for future marketing plans.
We do not sell, rent, transfer, or otherwise share personally identifiable infonnation to other
businesses -: hyperlink

2. CONSENT
If you do not want us to collect your personally identifiable infonnation, click here -: hyperlink
To prohibit the use of cookies, click here -: hyperlink

3, ACCESS
You have full access rights to any personally identifiable infonnation that we have collected. You
have the right to review the infonnation for accuracy and to make any necessar changes or corrections

-: 

hyperlink

4, SECURITY
. ABC Widgets, Inc. uses industry-standard SSL encrytion to protect data trnsmission so that it is

virtally impossible for hackers to access your infonnation -: hvperlink
Our employees are committed to protecting your privacy and will be bound by the tenns of this
privacy policy -: hyperIink

5. QUESTIONS, SUGGESTIONS, OR COMMENTS
Please contact us for any reason. We are committed to our customers and want to encourage open
communications to meet all of your needs -: hyperlink

Appendix C



ABC WIGETS, INC.
Privacy Policy- SUMMARY DOCUMENT

WELCOME:

Thank you for reviewing our privacy policy. This page is a summary document supplementing our more complete
and detailed privacy policy. It highlights the most important details for you. We have chosen an "opt-out" model of
infonnation collection. No infonnation wil be collected unless you make the decision to share infonnation with our
company. Please review our entire privacy policy for more detailed infonnation -( attach copv of comDlete privacy
Dolicv

ABC Widgets, Inc. knows that privacy is very important to you and we take privacy concerns seriously! Please read
below to learn more about YOUR privacy rights. The following topics are covered in our complete and detailed
privacy policy:

.: NOTICE - What information do we collect? What do we do with it?
. We offer a detailed privacy policy -( see attached policy
. We offer you a choice to "opt-out" of any infonnation gathering practices -( citation to policy section

The following provisions apply if you choose not to "opt-out"

We collect personally identifiable infonnation -( citation to policv section
We collect infonnation for the following purposes: (1) to customize advertisements to your
specific interests, (2) to fulfill your orders for our products, (3) to contact you when we have any
specials or promotions, and (4) to gather statistical infonnation for future marketing plans.
We do not sell , rent, transfer, or otherwise share personally identifiable infonnation to other
businesses -( citation to policv section

2. CONSENT
If you do not want us to collect your personally identifiable infonnation, please complete and mail the
attached pre-paid card, contact us via email -( insert address :; or call our toll free hotline -( insert
phone number

3. ACCESS
You have full access rights to any personally identifiable infonnation that we have collected. You
have the right to review the infonnation for accuracy and to make any necessary changes or
corrections. To view your personally identifiable infonnation, please visit our website -( insert
hyprlink :; or call our toll free hotline to request a copy -( insert phone number

4. SECURITY
Our employees are committed to protecting your privacy and wil be bound by the tenns ofthis
privacy policy -( citation to policy section

5, QUESTIONS, SUGGESTIONS, OR COMMENTS
Please contact us for any reaon. We are committed to our customers and want to encourage open
communications to meet all of your needs -( insert phone number :; and -( email address
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